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Abstract: Approximately 26% of adult people, mostly females, are affected by varicose veins in
old age. It is a common reason for distress, loss of efficiency, and worsening living conditions.
Several traditional treatment techniques (sclerotherapy and foam sclerotherapy of large veins,
laser surgeries and radiofrequency ablation, vein ligation and stripping, ambulatory phlebectomy,
and endoscopic vein surgery) have failed to handle this disease effectively. Herein, authors have
presented an alternative varicose vein implant method—the descending sinusoidal microchannel
(DSMC). DSMC was simulated by Fuzzy logic MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and
ANSYS (ANSYS 18.2, perpetual license purchased by Ibadat Education Trust, The University of
Lahore, Pakistan) with real and actual conditions. After simulations of DSMC, fabrication and testing
were performed. The silver DSMC was manufactured by utilizing a micromachining procedure.
The length, width, and depth of the silver substrate were 51 mm, 25 mm, and 1.1 mm, respectively.
The measurements of the DSMC channel in the silver wafer substrate were 0.9 mm in width and
0.9 mm in depth. The three descending curves of the DSMC were 7 mm, 6 mm, and 5 mm in
height. For pressure, actual conditions were carefully taken as 1.0 kPa to 1.5 kPa for varicose veins.
For velocity, actual conditions were carefully taken as 0.02 m/s to 0.07 m/s for these veins. These are
real and standard values used in simulations and experiments. At Reynolds number 323, the flow
rate and velocity were determined as 1001.0 (0.1 nL/s), 11.4 cm/s and 1015.3 (0.1 nL/s), 12.19 cm/s
by MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and ANSYS simulations, respectively. The flow
rate and velocity were determined to be 995.3 (0.1 nL/s) and 12.2 cm/s, respectively, at the same
Reynolds number (323) in the experiment. Moreover, the Dean number was also calculated to observe
Dean vortices. All simulated and experimental results were in close agreement. Consequently, DSMC
can be implanted in varicose veins as a new treatment to preserve excellent blood flow in human legs
from the original place to avoid tissue damage and other problems.

Keywords: descending sinusoidal microchannel (DSMC); varicose vein; fuzzy logic; ANSYS; biomedical
microdevice; tissue damage

1. Introduction

A varicose vein is an enlarged and disrupted vein which is visible under the skin. They often
seem swollen and blue in color, which are abnormal conditions. Major complications are found in
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the lower legs in humans. These varicose veins become worse with time. This crucial disease is
actually an enlarged and stretched vascular form in the lower legs, and has been reported as a common
chronic condition in medical science. The latest research has recognized a marital clustering of this
disease. The genomic component is usually recognized, as well as the influences of age, profession,
pregnancy, and obesity. The morphological features of this disease have been very well documented [1].
Tortuous veins can become varicose veins, and are seen with several shapes, lengths, and diameters [2].
These veins can have any shape. The ascending and descending sinusoidal veins are shown in
Figure 1 below.
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Their lengths and diameters can be in the micrometer range, and even in the nanometer range.
There are two aspects related to the types of varicose veins. One is the location of occurrence of varicose
veins in the human body, and the second is the variety and intensity of appearance of varicose veins.
In the human body, the first type of varicose vein is the great saphenous vein, which is linked to the
femoral vein from the inner part of the ankle. The second type is the lesser saphenous vein, which is
linked to the deep veins at the back side of knees. The third is the branch-type vein, which is linked
with the side veins that are branched with the great saphenous vein. The fourth is the genital area vein,
which is linked from the groin to the back side of the femur and near the womb and ovary. The fifth
are the reticular and web-type veins, which are found anywhere on the human body. As for the variety
in the intensity of appearance of these veins, they have four types. Two of them have severe and
moderate intensity. The third is related to pregnancy, and the fourth type is known as the spider vein,
and can be found anywhere [3–9].

The conventional treatment methods—self-care (exercise, weight loss) and compression
stockings—can ease pain and prevent the disease from getting worse. The additional treatment
methods for varicose vein disease are described below.

1.1. Sclerotherapy and Foam Sclerotherapy of Large Veins

In this invasive treatment method, a solution or foam solution is injected in varicose veins.
After some days, the varicose veins should disappear. However, there is a risk involved with this
type of treatment method, such as deep vein thrombosis (DVT) transmitting the risk of pulmonary
embolism. Therefore, it is not a safe treatment method [2,10,11].

1.2. Laser Surgeries and Radiofrequency

The use of laser treatment to treat minor varicose veins is a new technology. This type of
surgery works by transporting laser light spurts in to the veins, or a thin catheter can be inserted
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into an enlarged varicose vein and the high temperature of the catheter tip treats these veins with
radiofrequency or laser. It is a non-invasive method, but there is a risk of hyperpigmentation [2,7,12].

1.3. Vein Ligation and Stripping

Vein litigation and stripping is an invasive method, and the removal of a main vein can cause
tissue damage when the blood moves from small veins as the main vein is removed [2,13,14].

1.4. Ambulatory Phlebectomy

In this treatment method, there is a removal of smaller varicose veins with a long sequence of
small punctures in the skin. It is very painful method with complications of imperfect removal bruising,
intra-arterial injection, hyperpigmentation, skin necrosis, and swelling of varicose veins that can lead
to other diseases [2,15,16].

1.5. Endoscopic Vein Surgery

Endoscopic vein surgery is a major operation in severe cases, and involves the removal of
leg ulcers. In this method, a tiny video camera is injected into the legs and observed from inside.
These veins are then removed through surgery. This treatment comes with a rapid onset of side
effects after surgery which include pain, tissue damage, bruising, skin discoloration, and swelling.
After-effects are very severe with ligation and stripping [2,12,17,18].

The main reason for the failure of all these treatment methods is the tissue damage.
These traditional methods cannot stop tissue damage. Consequently, the idea of a very safe
treatment method has been introduced, which is the implant of silver bioengineered vein as varicose
vein. No tissue damage loss occurs with the use of this technique. The biocompatibility of the
fabrication material of these microchannels has been discussed in our previous paper [2]. For this
method, there is a need of straight, curved, spiral, circular, ascending, and descending sinusoidal
microchannels which can act like bioengineered veins. The shape of varicose veins is exactly
like these microchannels. This study focuses on the descending sinusoidal microchannel (DSMC).
To date, microchannels have been used broadly in biomedical applications in the field of bioMEMS
(bio-microelectromechanical systems) [19]. Huang et al. (2017) worked on bioMEMS device with
horizontal straight microchannels for effectual 3D rotation and solitary cell loading [20]. Wang and
Fan (2017) worked on stretching DNA with microchannels [21]. Faustino et al. (2016) worked on
low-cost microfluidic devices with biomedical applications [22]. Hu and Ohta (2017) worked on
cell manipulation in microdevices [23]. Birch and Landers (2017) worked on microfluidic systems
for DNA handling and separation [24]. Pinto et al. (2017) worked on blood flow analysis with
the help of biomedical microdevices [25]. Rodionov et al. (2013) worked on the brain implant of
intracranial electroencephalogram electrodes [26]. Gibney Elizabeth (2015) reported on a brain implant
for neurons [27]. Afzal et al. (2017) worked on an ascending sinusoidal microchannel (ASMC)
for the treatment of varicose veins disease [2]. Sundell et al. (2017) worked on humanoid dental
implants at the atomic scale [28]. Slepian et al. (2017) worked on a cardiovascular implant in the
heart [29]. Dillon et al. (2017) worked on an intraocular lens with a revised technique for iris suture [30].
Abdollahi et al. (2017) worked on a cochlear implant for kids [31]. Ramesh et al. (2017) worked on
metal stents for the heart [32]. Wang et al. (2017) worked on artificial dermis implantation for the
replacement of dead skin [33]. Furthermore, the medical devices as an implant in human body are
listed below in Table 1.

An ASMC was simulated, fabricated, and tested in the previous paper, with the idea of implantation
in the human body. All the surgical problems for implantation were discussed in the first part of the study.
ASMC cannot be used in every place because of velocity and flow rate difference [2]. Therefore, a new
microdevice, DSMC, has been simulated using ANSYS (ANSYS 18.2, perpetual license purchased by Ibadat
Education Trust, The University of Lahore, Pakistan) and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA),
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fabricated and tested for varicose veins near the thigh bone and in other places where DSMC is necessary to
implant for increased blood flow rate and velocity.

Table 1. Medical devices implant in human body. ASMC: ascending sinusoidal microchannel.

References Medical Device Organ Material/Type Software

Afzal et al. [2] ASMC Varicose vein Silver ANSYS, MATLAB

Sundell et al. [26] Dental implant Human jaw Titanium IVAS 3.6.6 software

Küçük et al. [27] Cardiovascular implant Heart Electronics Corrosion Analyzer

Dai et al. [28] Intraocular lenses Eyes Plastic ANSYS

Todd and
Naghdy [29] Cochlear implant Ears Electronics ANSYS

Zhang et al. [30] Intracranial
electroencephalogram electrodes Brain Electronics Finite element

simulation

Georgia et al. [31] Heart stent Heart Metal or plastic ANSYS

Shah et al. [32] Knee implant Knee Titanium and
Stainless Steel ANSYS

Kim et al. [33] Wearable artificial
kidney (WAK) Kidney Charcoal, activated

carbon, and zeolite ANSYS Fluent

Zak et al. [34] Artificial dermis Skin Donated skin tissues
and polymers ANSYS

2. Blood Rheology

The human body is composed of 7% blood by weight. A mature person has 10 pints of blood
in the body. The investigation of the flow characteristics of blood (plasma and cells) is called blood
rheology. Suitable tissue perfusion occurs when the rheological blood characteristics are within
certain ranges. Changes in the characteristics can play an important role in the growth rate of diseases.
The viscosity of blood is obtained by plasma and the hematological values of red blood cells (RBCs) [35].
As a fluid, blood has non-Newtonian behavior, and the viscidity of blood changes intrinsically with the
shear rate and temperature. The viscosity of blood has an inverse relationship with the temperature.
When blood becomes less viscous, it develops high shear rates for systolic blood pressure. In the
course of diastolic pressure, blood travels very slowly. Therefore, it develops thickness. Thus, blood
is taken as a shear-thinning liquid [36]. Humanoid blood has a property named as viscoelasticity.
The distortion of RBCs (red blood cells) is the main reason for the storage of elastic potential energy
because of the pumping of heart. Blood constituents are shown below in Figure 2.
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This elastic potential energy is transmitted to the blood by the pumping of the heart. It is stored
to some extent in the elastic edifice of blood vessels, and the other smaller part is vanished due to
viscosity. The residual energy is the reason for blood’s kinetic movement. Blood rheology is helpful
in making the choice of the model being used in ANSYS Fluent. The density (1048 kg/m3) and
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viscosity (0.0032 kg·m−1·s−1) of blood was measured by rheometer for this research. Blood was taken
as a non-Newtonian fluid in this study; the measured rheological data of the blood sample presents
the non-Newtonian rheological property, which can help to determine the non-Newtonian viscosity
model to be used in the ANSYS simulation. The optimal model can be determined by the consideration
of the blood flow physics. In research, there is always the requirement of conventional practice for
a definite problem and the level of accuracy. In simulation through ANSYS Fluent software, scientists
always use ten different models, depending on the research problem. Among them, the K-epsilon
model was selected due to the flow conditions in the set up tool of ANSYS. K-epsilon is a perfect
model for the elucidation of two more equations: turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation (both are
zero in laminar flow). ANSYS simulation was done in order to provide the actual blood flow situation.
In blood-bloated veins, velocity decreases due to friction from the blood hitting the walls of the vessels
during its flow. In this case, the K-epsilon model was used as a reference setpoint. The K-epsilon
model is a turbulence model. The turbulence models can present effects which are not physical in
blood flow, even if the flow is purely laminar. Furthermore, scientists have nominated this model in
several research works [2,37–43].

3. Fuzzy Logic MATLAB Simulation for Descending Sinusoidal Microchannel (DSMC)

Fuzzy logic controller (FLC) was managed to evaluate various parameters of DSMC. This system
had the same input and output parameters with same membership functions. Their ranges were set
according to the descending nature of the DSMC. In the Fuzzy logic MATLAB technique, there are three
membership functions taken for each input and output variable. The ranges for Reynolds Number are:
0–175 for smallest, 0–350 for smaller, and 175–350 for small. The ranges for pressure are: 1–1.25 for low,
1–1.5 for medium, and 1.25–1.5 for high. The ranges for curve height are: 5–6 for small, 5–7 for medium,
and 6–7 for high. The ranges for % loss are: 0.1–0.55 for small, 0.1–1 for medium, and 0.55–1 for large.
The ranges for flow rate are: 0–525 for small, 0–1050 for medium, and 525–1050 for high. The ranges
for velocity are: 0–7.5 for small, 0–15 for medium, and 7.5–15 for high. MATLAB simulation was done
on the basis of the following equations:

Re =
ρVD

µ
, Q =

πR4∆P
8ηD

, Q = AV.

Here Reynolds number = Re, velocity = Uin, viscosity = µ, curve height = Dh, fluid density = ρ,
diameter = d, velocity = V, and flow rate = Q. The rule viewer of MATLAB is shown in Figure 3.
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The surface viewer graphs (3D) of flow rate and velocity with pressure, curve radius, and % loss
are shown below in Figure 4. The MATLAB function generates these three-dimensional graphs.
These graphs show the dependence of one parameter on the two others.
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% loss; (d) Flow rate relies upon curve height and pressure; (e) Flow rate relies upon Reynolds number
and % loss; (f) Flow rate relies upon curve height and % loss; (g) Velocity relies upon % loss and
Reynolds number; (h) Velocity relies upon % loss and pressure; (i) Velocity relies upon % loss and curve
height; (j) Velocity relies upon curve height and Reynolds number; (k) Velocity relies upon pressure
and curve height; (l) Velocity relies upon Reynolds number and pressure.
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Mamdani’s value, MATLAB simulation results, difference, and error percentage are given in
Table 2 below.

Table 2. Simulated results with Mamdani’s results.

Model Flow Rate in 0.1 nL/s Velocity in cm/s

Mamdani’s value 1001.2 11.5
MATLAB simulation 1001.0 11.4

Difference 0.2 0.1
Error percentage 0.02% 0.85%

The results of this simulation are presented in Table 2. In order to confirm the MATLAB simulation
results, Mamdani’s model was used. With the of Mamdani’s relation, the results of velocity and flow
rate were 11.5 cm/s and 1001.2 (0.1 nL/s), respectively. MATLAB values for velocity and flow rate
measured as 11.4 cm/s and 1001.0 (0.1 nL/s), respectively. The percentage errors for velocity and
flow rate were 0.85% and 0.02% respectively. The results are very close. In the succeeding segment,
blood rheology is discussed for the justification of the model used for fluid flow before the ANSYS
simulation and to confirm the above results for DSMC.

4. ANSYS Fluent Simulation for DSMC

This section has been added with the aim of illustrating some of the capabilities of ANSYS Fluent
as a powerful simulation tool that gives an accurate analysis of the silver-based descending sinusoidal
microchannel. Design Modeler is a designer tool of ANSYS that can create and modify the geometry
for its analysis in ANSYS Workbench by using different steps like extrude, sweep, etc. Meshing is the
second essential part of the simulation process. Through the optimized meshing, accurate results of
flow rate and speed are obtained. Setup, solution, and results optimization in ANSYS are the final parts
of the simulation process. The K-epsilon model was carefully chosen from the setup tool of ANSYS,
and the power law model was also chosen due to the rheological properties of blood. The estimated
calculations of Reynolds and Dean numbers for DSMC were obtained with the help of the equations
given below:

Re =
ρDhUin

µ
, De = Re

√
d/2r.

Here Reynolds number = Re, velocity = Uin, viscosity = µ, hydraulic diameter = Dh, fluid density = ρ,
diameter = d, and radius = r for DSMC.

Twenty iterations for the ANSYS simulation were performed with the same conditions of previous
study (Afzal et al. 2017: ASMC) [2]. The contours of velocity and pressure are shown in Figure 5a,b.
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second essential part of the simulation process. Through the optimized meshing, accurate results of 
flow rate and speed are obtained. Setup, solution, and results optimization in ANSYS are the final 
parts of the simulation process. The K-epsilon model was carefully chosen from the setup tool of 
ANSYS, and the power law model was also chosen due to the rheological properties of blood. The 
estimated calculations of Reynolds and Dean numbers for DSMC were obtained with the help of the 
equations given below: 

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌ℎ𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜇𝜇

,𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒 = 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒�𝑑𝑑 2𝑟𝑟� .  

Here Reynolds number = 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒, velocity = 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, viscosity = 𝜇𝜇, hydraulic diameter = 𝐷𝐷ℎ, fluid density 
=  𝜌𝜌, diameter = d, and radius = r for DSMC. 

Twenty iterations for the ANSYS simulation were performed with the same conditions of 
previous study (Afzal et al. 2017: ASMC) [2]. The contours of velocity and pressure are shown in 
Figure 5a,b. 
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Pressure is increased at the input and reduced at the output of the DSMC. Therefore, a direct
relation is present between Reynolds number and pressure difference. However, there are also three
descending curves involved in this extension of previous research. Consequently, based on the
graphical presentation in Figure 6a, it can be seen that the fluid flows through DSMC gives a better
upsurge in pressure difference than ASMC [2]. The simulation through ANSYS was done to detect the
flow rate and velocity parameters for DSMC.

Figure 6a shows that the pressure difference increased gradually with Reynolds number.
The results for all curves were analogous to the investigations of Chiam et al. (2016) and
Afzal et al. (2017) for sinusoidal microchannels (SMCs) and the ASMC, respectively [44]. Due to
the dominance of viscid forces, the flow was truly laminar. Therefore, the Reynolds number in this
study was taken as just below 350. Figure 6b presents a linear relationship between Reynolds number
and flow rate. The rate of flow and velocity were obtained as 1015.3 (0.1 nL/s) and 12.19 cm/s at
a Reynolds number of 323. This research shows an agreement between the results of Fuzzy Logic
MATLAB and ANSYS simulations.
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5. Fabrication of DSMC and Experimental Setup

The channel was fabricated on silver by using a micromachining process [1]. The diameter of the
DSMC 900 micron. This process can be used to achieve product dimensions in micron scale. In this
fabrication procedure, a callous and sharp knife of the cutting machine AgieCharmilles FORM 1000
(Georg Fischer Ltd, Schaffhausen, Switzerland) was used to eliminate the minor chips from the silver
substrate with the relative motion of speed and feed [2,45]. The silver substrate was fabricated with
similar dimensions as in our previous study. The fabricated DSMC is shown in Figure 7.
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In order to confirm the ANSYS software results, the experimentation was accomplished after
the fabrication process. The flow rate and velocity parameters were obtained with the fabricated
DSMC. A piezoelectric diaphragm micropump mP6 was employed with the electronic circuit for the
experimentation. The clotting of blood was prevented in the micropump with the use of heparin
admixed in the blood before use. The mP6 micropump pressurized the blood flow with 55,000 Pa
and 0–7 mL/min flow rate. These pressure values can be varied with some adjustments in the mP6.
A commercially-available electronic circuit (mP6-EVA, Rise Technology, Santa Clara, CA, USA) was
used with mP6, which permitted the adjustment of pumping factors which is done partly with the
outer regulation. The source voltages could be given with the help of USB. It was attached to the power
supply (USB) and the parameter estimation began. Electric power could be provided by a 2.5–5 V
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source, and this circuit could produce 270 V; its output power was significantly small. There were
connectors and jumpers present in this module. Connector number 1 was the screw terminal which
was used for the external power supply. It was also used for the exterior clock or the signal amplitude.
Connector number 2 was the solder element for the extension cable and it was used for the connection
of the mP6 micropump (Rise Technology, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Connector number 3 was called the
Molex, used for the connection of the mP6 pump with USB to provide supply voltage. There were
three jumpers present in this circuit: JP1, used for setting the frequency of the micropump; JP2, used
to set the amplitude; and JP3, used for setting the supply. There was also a variable resistor for the
amplitude adjustment.

The DSMC was roofed strongly by glass glue and glass pane. In this way, the outflow of blood
was prevented. The results were obtained after the experiment, which verified the ANSYS results.
The whole experimental apparatus is presented in Figure 8.
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The mP6 micropump was utilized with a supplementary electrical circuit (mP6-EVA). The blood
had high viscosity and it would certainly clot inside micropump. Consequently, heparin was blended
with the blood in order to decrease its viscosity. This technique prevented the blood from clotting inside
the micropump. The pump was able to estimate all the required parameters for this study. This module
contained jumpers and connectors attached with the controller. Therefore, the required pressure could
be adjusted. In order to implant the DSMC (bioengineered vein) in a human body, the line of action and
procedural plan should be made. The particular area of the varicose vein would be efficiently shaved
and anesthetized. The DSMC would be separated before implantation. The implant would be done by
a tiny duct (catheter) made of biocompatible materials. This varicose vein operation is analogous to the
angioplasty procedure. The Holter Monitor will observe heart rate and blood pressure. If the doctor is
satisfied with procedure, then reasonable blood flow would be reinstated after the operation [2].

6. Results and Discussion

At a Reynolds number of 323, 1001.0 (0.1 nL/s) flow rate and 11.4 cm/s velocity were calculated
by using Fuzzy logic simulation. At the same Reynolds number, 1015.3 (0.1 nL/s) flow rate and
12.19 cm/s velocity were calculated by using ANSYS software. DSMC was simulated twice with very
close and fine results in this study. Fuzzy logic is actually the parametric approximation component
of the MATLAB software. An important aspect of this is its ability to show the performance of
FLC systems by using mathematical models. The ANSYS software is a dominant computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) tool. This software has widespread modeling abilities, and blood flow can be analyzed
accurately. The discussion is provided below.
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6.1. Experimental Results

The experimental results are shown in Figure 9. In Figure 9a, the pressure difference first increased
almost linearly, and then there was an upsurge of pressure—especially beyond the Reynolds number 250.
This is because of the descending nature of the DSMC. Blood flow in descending order is always increased.
There was also the DSMC which was tested in an experiment for the blood flow. The results in Figure 9
clearly show that there was a sudden upsurge of pressure difference as compared to ASMC [2]. Note
the error bars in Figure 9a; the statistical standard deviation calculated from the error bars was 32.47865,
and the 5% pressure difference for the curves was 5.03, 3.843, 3.0725, 2.565, 1.9695, 1.4995, 0.977, 0.459, 0.0945
for all points (minimum to maximum) of the graph.
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Figure 9b,c shows that the flow rate increased gradually with Reynolds number. There are nine
points in the graph which show the percentage increase. At the first point, the simulated increase in
flow rate was 3.63% whereas in the experimental result it was 3.38%. At the second point, the simulated
increase in flow rate was 5.45%, whereas in the experimental result it was 5.26%. At the third point,
the simulated increase in flow rate was 7.27%, whereas in the experimental result it was 7.14%. At the
fourth point, the simulated increase in flow rate was 9.49%, whereas the experimental result was
9.44%. At the fifth point, the simulated increase in flow rate was 10.94%, whereas the experimental
result was 10.9%. At the sixth point, the simulated increase in flow rate was 13.16%, whereas the
experimental result was 13.23%. At the seventh point, the simulated increase in flow rate was 14.54%,
whereas the experimental result was 14.65%. At the eighth point, the simulated increase in flow rate
was 16.87%, whereas the experimental result was 17.06%. Finally, at the ninth point the simulated
increase in flow rate was 18.68%, whereas the experimental result was 18.94%. This data show that
there was a small decrease in flow rate in the experiment compared to simulation. However, the results
are very close. The standard deviation calculated from the error bars in Figure 9c was 279.58033 for
each point, and the 5% pressure difference for the curves was 49.765, 44.825, 38.5, 34.765, 28.625, 24.79,
18.75, 13.815, and 8.875 for all points in the graph. Here, in comparison with previous paper results
there is a better flow of blood in the DSMC. Blood flow is the motion of blood through the human
body. The deceleration of blood flow is resistance. Blood applies a force on the veins and vessels,
which becomes blood pressure. In this study, the pulse pressure was used, which is approximately
120 to 80 Pa in smaller varicose veins [2,46].

6.2. Dean Number

The Dean number was obtained for each curve of the DSMC [2]. DSMC curves with 7 mm radius
of curvature had the Dean numbers 80.75, 74.25, 64.625, 56.5, 48.45, 40.375, 32.3, 24.225, and 16.15.
Curves with 6 mm radius of curvature had the Dean numbers 87.21, 80.19, 69.795, 61.02, 52,326, 43.605,
34.884, 26.163, and 17.442. Curves with 5 mm radius of curvature had the Dean numbers 96.9, 89.1,
77.5, 67.8, 58.14, 48.45, 38.76, 29.07, and 19.38. These statistics demonstrate the direct relationship
between Reynolds and Dean numbers. The Dean number decreases with the increase of curve radii.
Consequently, there were no Dean vortices established, even in the curves of the DSMC [2].

6.3. The Role of Diameter and Viscosity of the Vein and Tissue Damage with the Flow of Blood

Blood pressure decreases irregularly when it moves from arteries, capillaries, and veins to much
smaller linked vessels [47]. The blood velocity varies as the blood moves from arteries to arterioles
to capillaries, and vice versa. In veins, the velocity increases when blood goes back to the heart.
The diameter of the blood vessels plays a dramatic role in the variation of flow rate and velocity [47,48].
The thickness of the blood affects its flowing capacity. This is because of erythrocytes (formed elements)
and plasma proteins. Generally, the blood viscosity does not change over smaller distances and time
periods. When viscosity changes, blood pressure changes [49,50]. The tissue damage presents as the
damage of muscles, ligaments, and tendons due to more or less blood flow in smaller veins [2,12].
When the blood flow is normal, then no tissue damage will occur. That is why there is a need for
a proper microdevice (DSMC) for implantation.

6.4. Implantable Devices in Humans

The definition of the word “implant” is the insertion of an organ or device in the human body in
a surgical process. The history of metal implants is very old, dating from 1875 to the present for pure
silver, gold, and copper. Polymers and ceramics are now also used for implantation. Intraocular lenses,
cochlear implants, brain implants, heart implants (pacemakers, heart valves, stents), joint implants,
wearable artificial kidneys (WAKs), and artificial dermis are implantable devices for humans.
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6.5. Comparison of ASMC and DSMC

In first part of this study, we discussed our previous work (Afzal et al., 2017), wherein we
developed the ASMC as an implant for varicose veins [2]. It was found that the flow rate and velocity
was low because of the ascending nature of the ASMC. Now in this second phase of the study,
the authors have found that the flow rate and velocity was much better due to the descending nature
of the DSMC. Simulations were done with the same boundary conditions. Fabrication was done
with the same process, and the same experimental technique was used in this study as well. All of
the surgical problems with their severe effects were discussed previously [2]. The authors came to
know that the ASMC cannot be implanted at those places where increased flow rate and velocity are
required [35,51]. Therefore, the DSMC was simulated twice, fabricated, and tested experimentally to
evaluate the possibility of implantation in human varicose veins. As a fluid, blood has high viscosity,
and the flow was not complex in this microchannel. Therefore, neither channel showed Dean vortices,
especially in the curved parts of the microchannel. The flow displayed a small Reynolds number.
Therefore, the Dean numbers were also relatively low. Dean vortices are prominent in larger channels
with less-viscous fluid and complex flow. This microchannel has straight parts between the curves and
blood flowed steadily through them. However, the Dean number was calculated and found to be even
lower than the Reynolds number.

6.6. Results Comparison

The three major steps of this research show a clear agreement between simulation and
experimental results. The MATLAB results were 1005.8 (0.1 nL/s) flow rate and 11.8 cm/s velocity.
The ANSYS results were 1015.3 (0.1 nL/s) and 12.19 cm/s velocity. Finally, the experimental results
showed 995.3 (0.1 nL/s) flow rate and 12.2 cm/s velocity. All of the results were at the same Reynolds
number (323). The results are shown in Table 3 below.

Table 3. The results of simulations and experiment.

MATLAB Results ANSYS Results Experimental Results

Reynolds Number = 323 Reynolds Number = 323 Reynolds Number = 323
Flow Rate = 1001.0 (0.1 nL/s) Flow Rate = 1015.3 (0.1 nL/s) Flow Rate = 995.3 (0.1 nL/s)

Velocity = 11.4 cm/s Velocity = 12.19 cm/s Velocity = 12.2 cm/s

Although there is no data for the DSMC with flow rate and velocity parameters for verification,
these parameters have been measured with other channels [2,52]. The deviance in results can be
explained by many factors, namely friction, pressure, and the ascending and descending nature of
the microchannel. These features can modify the results. The authors have performed the current
study with real and ideal conditions by changing the parameters. Fuzzy conditions were very close
to ideal conditions and were found to be more accurate than ANSYS, because it provides thousands
of infinite values between 0 and 1, and is therefore more reliable. Fuzzy controllers have been used
in many appliances, such as blood pressure apparatuses, glucometers, washing machines, dryers,
air conditioners, etc. ANSYS has a different environment than MATLAB Fuzzy logic. After the
geometry was created in the design modeler, the meshing technique was used. In meshing, the mesh
size is very important. Sometimes simulation is not done for every mesh size. Therefore, a proper mesh
size must be created for the correct simulation. For the ANSYS results, the authors have taken twenty
iterations for each simulation process. The testing was very close to the ideal and real environments.
Therefore, the Fuzzy results were very close to the testing results. The testing was done many times at
different ideal values of pressure.
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7. Conclusions

The objective of this work was to conduct MATLAB and ANSYS simulations, fabrication,
and experimentation with the DSMC. Moreover, the DSMC (bioengineered vein) was used to determine
the velocity and the flow rate of blood. The flow of blood was without Dean vortices. Additionally,
a complete evaluation was performed comparing experiment and simulation. Silver was used because
of its cheapness and biocompatibility. These bioengineered veins can be inserted in place of varicose
veins for the sufficient flow of blood. This microdevice (DSMC) can be implanted at those places where
the ASMC cannot be implanted. For this objective, the DSMC must be parted from the silver substrate
for implant as the bioengineered vein. DSMCs of various designs and dimensions can also be prepared
as required. The present study has some limitations. The DSMC was restricted for single-phase
streamline flow. In this study, valves were neglected and the natural elasticity was present in the veins
because of the very small size of the DSMC. The final restriction in this study was the silver material.
We will use polymer materials for the fabrication of ASMCs and DSMCs in the future.
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